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The purpose of this report is to examine the state
of the art of marketing in the Hong Kong private
residential property market.
An introduction of the current situation is
presented in the first chapter. subsequently an
examination is made on the demand and supply statistics
to project the trend in the near future. The major
competitor to the private residential property market,
the government Home Ownership Programme, is also
discussed to reflect its magnitude of influence on the
market.
The writer then attempts to analyze and study the
customers' buying and decision-making process by various
methods. A suggested solution is then presented and the
key issues identified. Lastly the marketing instruments
used to target on the decision-making process are
examined one by one and wherever possible, improvements
are suggested for the betterment of the instruments.
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The property rnarket in Hong ong has gone
through many ups and downs during the past decade.
Following the economic boo, in the l to seventies,
nearly every piece of land in Hong Kong bL.s appreciated
in unbelievable proportions or even multiples. xi.stig
buildings were torn down so that new ones could be
built on the sites, Luxurious and modern office
buildings were selling at world recur prices. _F-ven land
:iii the New Territories which was used solely of arr in
purposes was turned into million cf do l.lars oven g.
Long queues were formed in front of the se ..ling
offices whenever flats v,er_ e to be sold. Ever The Royal
Jockey Club suffered as speculators were ma1rcing sc r::L.ch
money that they did not need to gamble. The situation
was that everybody suddenly appeared to have become
millionaires. Everyone was happy.
And then the bubble burst, The truth was reveal-led,
The property boom was an illusion. Supply had far
exceeded demand. The question of 1997 was reviewed
and all of a sudden people did not want their properties
anymore. Everybody was trying to get rid of whatever
they have on hand, be it a 350 square feet residential
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unit in Shatin or a 10,000 square feet first class
office in Central. Everyone was desperate. The Communists
were at the border!
The nosedive in prices together with the high
interest rates had brought about numerous cases of
bankruptcy. :Many companies who had erroneously made the
decision to go into speculation for quick and easy profits
had ended up losing what they originally had. 1NIany
individuals who were previously living a decent life
had sacrificed their lifetime savings just to get rid
of the legal responsibilities. The property market
situation had totally reversed. Developers were literally
beggi` people to take occupancy of their units.
Desperation was the everyday phenomena. Even the banks1
who had once been the loyal supporters of the property
developers had begun withdrawing their loans. The
Carrian empire collapsed.
Fortunately the U.S. economy was on its way to
recovery. The Sino-British talks had begun to come out
of the dark. Interest rates began their downturn. People's
confidence in the Colony's future began to come back.
However there are still a lot of existing vacanies
arising from oversupply. Private developers still have
the problem of not being able to find enough buyers.
for their flats. This is the time when marketing could
make the difference.
3The reason that the private residential property
market was selected in particular is that the private
sector of housing is more exposed to economic, political
and speculative environments. The public sector housing
units which are provided by the Hong Kong Government
are much less influenced by external conditions. A
study in the private sector could prove to be more
beneficial when the topic of marketing is concerned.
F.'oreover the public housing developers are only concerned
with how many units they can complete every year without
having to worry about demand, since there will certainly
be excess demand. in any given year.
J .s far as office properties are concerned, the
writer's opinion is that they are closely tied to the
general economy and have less to do with the demographic
nature of the Colony. It is the private residential
market in which marketing principles and instruments
can be freely applied to achieve the best possible
results.
Objective of the Research
In a sellers' market, nobody really needs marketing.
In a buyers' market, marketing could be the key to
success. It is the present state of the property market
that the private developers are turning their heads to
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marketing.
The objective of this research report is to study
the present situation with respect to the private
residential. property market. In particular, the writer
will attempt to identify the customers' buying process
in the form of a model. The various stages in the
decision-making stages will also be discussed. it is
the writer's opinion that unless the buying any?
decision--making process is presented, all mareting
efforts could be wasted as the thruast of the astivities
might be targeted on the wrong issues.
In addition to the of the buy it
process, the marketing instruments presentiy used by
property developers are also studied and
effectiveness of these instruments are discussed from
a customer's point of view to reflect their impact on
the potential buyers. Suggestions coil how improve
their effectiveness are made wherever possibe.
It is hoped that this report will facilitate a
better understanding of the state of marketing from the
buyers' point of view. In addition, the various stages
of the decision-making process are identified and
structured so that a basis or framework could be relied





Several methods were used in order to understand
shat is really happening in the private residential
property market. Under the following topics each. of
them and their part in creating the whole picture will
be discussed and explained.
2.1 Library Research
Tne library research was cue primarily to get
hold of recent statistics on su ply and demand, the
demographic nature of the population and the trend of
tastes and preferences. Since the foundation and
structure of all marketing strategtes es are built up on
reliable background information, certain statistics
published by the Hong Kong Government were used in th
analysis.
There were also certain periodicals which Were
studied by the writer in order to prov is e a better
picture from the professionals' point of view.
Therefore a more comprehensive generalization can be
generated from both the numerical and the non-
quantifiable side of the business.
6A market profile will be created from the process
of library research. The supply and demand situation
for the present and the near future will be presented
in the following chapter. In addition, the government
Home Ownership Programme, which is the major competitor
of the private residential property market, will also
be discussed to reflect the competitive environment of
the market.
It is the writer's opinion that library research
only serves as a starting point in examining the state
of the art of marketing and to offer recommendations.
It should not be regarded, however, as the one and only
method of evaluation and comparison. Ther are other.
methods which should be taken into consideration before
any inference can be made about the market.
2.2 Informal Interviews
Without any formal or structured interviews, the
writer had, on ten occasions, discussed the buying
process with people from different social backgrounds
who have either purchased a residential unit within the
past six months or have been considering of buying one
in the near future.
During the informal interviews no attempt was made
to record the conversations in writing, as it might affect
7the willingness of the subject to disclose his or her
feelings towards the process. However certain interesting
generalizations could be made and they will be tied into
the later chapters.
The objective of the informal interviews is to
formalize the buying process in the private residential
property market. A more structured framework would be
generated with regard to the decision-making aspect of
the customers. This is essential when it comes down to
the formulation of marketing plans and strategies and
will make sure that the customers' consideration will
be taken into account when marketing principles are
applied.
The interviewees vie re interviewed on an individual
basis and were asked the ten standard questions (Exibit 1)
concerning the process of their decis.on--making and the
key elements which they t:iink exert the most influence
on their decisions.
one aspect bout the informal interviews is that
although there is only a limited sample frame, it will
serve the purpose of obtaining general opinions and
feelings. The writer is merely looking at general
perception and impression but not the specific details.
Therefore, the different social backgrounds of the
interviewees should be sufficient in obtaining
different views and opinions.
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EXIBIT 1
1. What is your name? Age? Occupation? Monthly income?
2. You have bought a private residential unit within
the past six months. why?
OR
You are considering of buyin a private residential
unit in the near future, why?
3. How do you go about finding information on properties
for sale?
4. What information will you look for in the preliminary
stages of consideration, why?
5. Do you think that price is an important factor in
your decision? Is there a time when the price factor
becomes less important?
6. -Do you think that location is an important factor
in your decision? Is there a time when the location
factor becomes less important?
7. Have you considered the government Home Ownership
Programme? Why didn't you buy those flats?
8. What factors have influenced you to go out to visit
the sites?
9. What factors do you. think are important when you
are visiting the sites?
10. What do you know about marketing? Do you think that




Site visits perhaps offer the most opportunities
for one to understand the marketing side of the business.
The writer has, bearing the interests and needs of a
potential customer in mind, visited seven sites around
the Colony during the p,..s t few months. The concentration
is focused on the un is wt Lich are selling below one
million dollars. Observations w,. ere ma a e with regard to
the selling techniques, transportation to a.nd from t:he
premises, the customer information brochures and other
criteria of evaluation such as -L-,'e attractiveness of
e dd emon stration units. pry cin compone of t :.ethe u
marketing plan v a rot: considered as prices h oug ouV
a region are almost identical in terms of dollar per
square foot which is the usual measure of price.
The writer had also had friendly talks wit: the
selling personnel and other potential customers during
visits to the sites. This information, although non-
quantifiable, is nevertheless the =vain source of
stimulation for the feel of the market and the state of
marketing. Attention was given to the demonstration
units, as the writer believes that they have the direct
effect in projecting favourable or unfavourable impression
in the customers' minds.
Although the names of many developers were mentioned
during the visits or the interviews, it is the writer's
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opinion that a generalized report be made on the market.
Names and details are not disclosed in a formal context
as the research is not designed to cater to a





The general market profile of the private
residential property market, as obtained from tI1.e
background m .teri.ls, will be presented in the form
of three different sections, namely supply, demand, and
the government Home Ownership Programme.
3.1.1 Supply
Supply of housing units can only come from three
sources, namely newly completed units, existing
vacancies and resale of existing units.
According to the figures estimated by local
statisticians, there would be a total. of 19,0411 units
completed in 1984 (Table 1), About eighty percent of the
units completed will have a floor area. of under forty square
metres. The present demand situation is that the smaller
units are the most welcomed and there should not be any
great difficulty in digesting the supply.
For the larger units which have floor areas
ranging from forty metres upwards, the supply will
decrease significantly in the years to come, The market
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Table 1. Estimates of Supply & Demand for 1984
and 1985 (No. of Units)
New Building
Take-upYear Vacancies Total SupplyCompleted
49,87718,17731,7001983 25,286
19,041 43,6321984 24,591 25,771
19,66017,861 37,5211985 26,301
Source: Hang Seng Ecenomic Quarterly, Jan. 1984, p.15
share of these flute are stim ted to be around 10
percent this year.
For units with a floor area exceeding 100 square
metres, the number of units to be completed this year
is expected to fall by about 50 percent.
Cwing to the record number of 31,700 vacant units
by the end of 1982 (Exibit 2), the oversupply situation
will remain for the next few years until the market can
fully absorb the vacancies.
A lot of Hong Kong citizens are seeking permanent
citizenship with other countries and quite a large
number have succeeded in the past few years. As a
result there are many local residents emigrating abroad
and a number of existing units for sale. Although prices
may be far from ideal but this group of people are
desperate for the cash, thereby resulting in a
significant number of existing units in the open market.
Others might want to sell their properties simply
to hold cash in case of emergency.
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The oversupply situation cannot be resolved in
a number of days. It will depend on the demand from
the society to absorb the vacant flats. The next sevtion
will explore the demand situation in the Colony.
EXDHIBIT 2
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Source: Hang Seng Economio Quarterly, Jan. 1984,p. 12
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3.1.2. Demand
There are many factors which affect the demand
for private residential property in the Colony.
The first and the most important is the political
outlook for Hong Kong after 1997. The recent rounds of
Sino-British negotiations have shed some light in the
future of the Colony and its people. However many
details are still. unknown, thereby hindering the recovery
of the market as people are still hesitant in committing
their resources in immovable assets. Since the results
of the talks are still highly speculative at this
moment, there is nothing that the developers can do in
this respect. ,Tints for potential demand in pri.vat
residential units must therefore be sought from other
indicators.
The demographic structure of Hong Kong is perhaps
the most promising indicator in predicting the future
demand for private housing. One of the most significant
demographic factors is the number of new households
formed every year. According to statistics published
by the Hong Kong Government (Table 2), the largest age
group in Hong Kong in mid-1983 is the 20 to 24 one.
I t constitutes 11.5 percent of the total population in
the Colony. Another age group which is of contributory
significance is the 25 to 29 one. This group constitutes
another 10.5 percent towards the total population. The
15












Sources: Hong Song Economio Quarterly, Jun. 1984, p.14
combination of these two groups would yield a total of
22 percent of all people living in Hong Kong. It is the
writer's opinion that the range of 20 to 29 years of
age should cover most of the young people who are about
to marry within thin the next five years. Further examination
in government statistics results in an estimation of
58,800 cases of marriage in the next three years as
compared to the average number of 51,000 for the past
five years.
Marriages will automatically give rise to new
families. At the present rate of increase, the government
projects a total of 1,456,146 households by 1985 as
against the reported 1,244,738 in 1981.
Economic factors are also in favour of higher
16
demand in the coming few years. with the interest rates
remaining at more realistic levels, it will not be an
impossible dream for whoever wants to own a flat. A
lot of the wealthiere families could make their edreams
come trum. However the demand will very likely be in the
smaller units where mortgage expenses are affolrdable.
The lurge and luxurious apartments and villas will
still remain in an oversupply situation unless the
political issue regarding the Colony's future is resolved.
The government has also predicuted the economy's
real national income will increase at an annual rate
of 6 percent. This will raise the real disposable
income of the households and will provide a lot of
incentive for them to buy homes of their own. Assuming
interest rates will remain at reasonable and stable
levels, the take-up rate will exceed the supply rate and
will decrease the number of existing vacancies in the
econmy. The pressent situation of oversupply will
diminish and hopefully an equilbrium could be reached
in the near future.
3.1.3. The Government Home Ownership Programme
It appears that the strongest non-profitmaking
competitor to the private residential property market
in the recent years is the Home Ownership Programme
developed and advocated by the Hong Kong Governmen.
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The Home Ownership Programme, as the name suggests, is
a massive campaign organized to provide as many
residential units as possible to whoever desires and
have the ability to pay for a home of their own. These
include relatively low-income families and residents
of government public housing projects who have
become better off in recent years.
The objective of the Hong Kong Government is to
provide at least five thousand units every year. This,
together with the additional five thousand units to he
provided by the Private Sector Participation Scheme,
should crime to a total of not less than ten thousand
residential units every year. The average size of the
units varies from forty to sixty-five square metres,
which is almost identical to what is being offered by
private developers in the open market. This, judging
by the response from the average citizen, brings the
two camps into direct confrontation,
The household income ceiling set for the Home
Ownership Programme is HK6, 500. per month. For this
group of families the only affordable private
residential units will be those located in less than
ideal positions. In weight of the terms, quality and
preferences offered by the Hong Kong Government to
this target group, it is quite likely that their
consideration will be given to the government projects
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than the private ones. Indeed it appears that there is
a relationship between the supply of Home Ownership
Programme's units and the total demand for small private
residential units. Evidently the demand for small
private sector units will be, to a certain degree,
affected by the supply of public sector flats.
Jnother crucial point is that preferences for
Home Ownership Programme's flats are usually given to
those who are at present living government subsidized
public housing projects. This could have a potentially
seriouus effect on the demand for private residential
housing, since a majority of the demand is likely to
be coming from this group of families. I t is exactly
this situation which makes marketing a crucial determinant
in terms of success and failure.
The last and perhaps the most important is that
during the years of the prcperty boom, land prices had
gone skyhigh. The costs of building and construction had
gone way up because of the huge demand of professional
and building materials, These were naturally passed on
to the ultimate users which are the buyers. The units
under the Home Ownership Programme are protected from
abnormal increases in land prices. Buyers are not subject
to price fluctuations created by economic boom, nor are
they subject to any risk arising from the quality of
the buildings.
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On the surface, it would appear that the Home
ownership flats have a very large competitive edge over
private residential flats. However the government has
also imposed severe restrictions in areas such as the
resale of the flat and other crucial determinants which
help to finalize a purchase decision. The writer's
opinion is that if the marketing techniques and
instruments are perfected and implemented, the Private
market will still function effectively in competing
against the government's Home Ownership Programme,
3.2 Customer Profile
The previous section on Market Profile has
already provided information and projection on the demand
and supply situation in the market. In addition, the
government Home Ownership Programme has also been
discussed.
The Customer Profile section will serve the purpose
of studying -the topic from a customers' viewwlpoin t. After
finishing the ten informal interviews, the writer has
renamed the buying process to be the P-A-I-NNE process,
with P-J -I-IV referring to the various stages that the
customers have to go through.
One point of interest is that price, as opposed
to its role in many other industries, is not a major
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determinant in the latter part of the decision process.
The reason is that customers generally perceive that
the price per square foot is almost identical for all
similar units within a predefined district. Therefore
the price factor is of minor importance when it comes
down to the final decision. The same also applies to
the place _factor, which is being excluded in the early
part of the process.
Based on the information gathered from the
interviews, the buying and decision process is outlined
below. From now on, the report will concentrate on the
marketing of smaller units, as they are the most demanded
and where marketing can be freely applied to achieve
the best possible results.
3.2 1. TTh P-A-I-N Process
The writer proposes the terminology of the P-A-I-N
process to facilitate the analysis of all the steps
involved in the decision-making process. The term
P-A-I-N refers to the Planning, Anal.ysis, Investigation
and. Negotiation that the potential buyer has to go
through before eventually purchasing a residential unit.
In the following sub-sections these stages will be
examined to determine where marketing will come into.
the picture in influencing the buyer's decision.
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Planning
Planning is the initial stage where the potential
customer recognizes his needs to buy a residential flat.
These needs mL:y be environmental in nature, such at
loss of homes due to government redevelopment programmes,
natural disasters and the like. Cr the needs may arise
yrom within the family, such as family members ge tin
married, new :.porn babies causing the need for larger
units, or change of working places. A Lhird area where
needs arise is the change of firE:ncial position of the
family. It is natural for anybody to seep, abetter
living standard providing t at his financial resources
enable him to do so. aving rcccgr1c the nee, fcra.
private residential uni t, the potential :D uye will thor
plan to go ahead in collecting and analy zingi iformatior,
obtained. He will then proceed to the second stage of
theP- -1-1 process, :,which is to analyze the supply of
these units in the market.
Anal, sis
In this second stage, the± otential buyer will try
to match his resources and needs to the products available
in the market. There are several factors of preferences
and also several restraints. The factors of preferences
include location, transportation, facilities, sizes,
prices and environment. The restraints are mainly financial
and consist of the price of the unit and the income
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of the potential buyer.
It is during this stage that the buyer matches
the restraints with the preferences to yield maximum
benefit for himself and his family. In order for him
to consider further, he must rely on the information
provided by the modic as regarding the availability,
prices, and other relevant information to encourage
further action and exploration. It is therefore the
marketing job in terms of media exposure that makes
tie difference at this stage. If done pocrly, it might
turn buyers away and thus all expenses will be wasted.
Therefore extreme care must be taken into this sort
of, public exposure in terms of the quality of marketiny
efforts done it the mase media.
Investigation
investigation is the stage waer potential buyers
show a definite interest in the property and want to
find out more by actually going out to the sites. During
this stage it is essential for the company to project
a favourable image in terms of the quality of services
and its prime objective to satisfy customers' needs that
will build up the buyer's confidence. Therefore all
marketing efforts in terms of what the company has to
offer is really the key in this stage to ensure possible
and continuous success.
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It is also essential that the property offered
must live up to what is expected by buyers after reading
the information provided in the mass media such as
newspapers.Therefore the public media serve the purpose
of attracting, the buyers, whereas the on-site marketing
services and instruments are the ingredients that lead
to the final closing of the deal.
Negotiation
Hegotiation occurs when the buyer is looking for
an existing flat. After Planning, Analysis and
Investigation,it will come down to the negotiation
of prices,delivery date and other issues The writer
has assumed that the majority of there situations will
be on an individual basis and therefore does not apply
to the report's context in examining the marketing
techniques used by companies. Although this is,
nevertheless, part of the buying process, no further
discussion or elaboration will be conducted in this
area.
3.2.2. Targeting
From the P-A-I-N process as outlined above, it
appears that the marketing techniques and efforts in
the private residential property market should be
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targeted on the Analysis and Investigation parts. The
Analysis section will be met by mass media marketing
to arouse the interest of all potential buyers and to
attract them to pay a visit to the site. The Investigation
section will be met by on-site marketing in the areas
such as demonsiration units and personal sellin.
so far the resulte cbtained from the library
research and the informal interviews have ouggested
that the use of marketing instruments to target on
the two important stages of the decision-making
process is perhaps the best way to succeed. As for
Planning and Negotiation, the writcr suggests that
these two stages be dealt with when we have a better
grasp of Analysis and Investigation. It has
justified the writer's visits to the seven sites to
examine the effectiveness of the commonly used
morketing instruments from a customer's point of
view. In the following chapter these instruments
will be discussed individually and suggestions on
possible improvements are made wherever possible.
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CHAPTER 4
AN EXANI NATI ON OF Ti ill-E MARKETING INSTRUMENTS
4.1 Newspapers
The first place that a potential customer would
look for information is in the newspapers. There are
many newspapers on the market catering to different
tastes and preferences. Naturally the advertisers are
Quite selective in picking the right newspaper in order
to have the maximum exposure on the target group of
customers. For the private residential property market,
most of the advertisements are concentrated in the
Chinese newspapers. The South China Korning Fost, the
best selling English newspaper in the Colony, has only
limited advertisements for private resident al properties.
The only advertisements placed in the newspaper are
those properties which belong to the higher end of the
market. This indicates that property developers have
certain understanding about reaching target market, as
the South China Morning Post is primarily catered to
the higher-income group.
with the Chinese newspapers, the conception about
target market somewhat varies with the individual
developer. The writer has discovered that property
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advertisements are placed in newup ipers where the coverage
is extremely limited. There is also the absence of
evidence that the advertisements themselves are
effective enough to attract the target group into
actually paying a visit to the site or the selling office.
The feeling is that it may be due to the nature of the
property boom that deve1opers feel that it will be to
their advantage to place advertisem-nts in as many
newspapers as possible. The coverrage is this case is
tied to the number of newspapers, and not the
circulation of these papers. The theary may sound
impressive at the first instance, but if detail
analysis is done on the cost efficiency, the results
will be quite different the developors, inctead of
emphasizing on the number, should also take into
consideration the coverage and cost efficienoy, These
data are available from marketing research firms throughout
the Colony at relatively low prices. It is better to
gain more accurate information than to scatter your
money everywhere in the hcpe of lack.
Besides the cost efficiency of the newspapers,
the quality of the advertisements themselves is at
times appalling. In some cases where sketches are drawn,
the quality of the sketches is simply unbearable. All
confidence in the developer will be lost. How can the
seller possibly ossibly convince the customers that he is selling
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a quality product when the property looks dangerous
even in drawings? Clearly a lot of effort has to be
put into the choice of advertising agencies and the
ability to apply marketing concepts to the industry
from the agencies.
In addition to the sketches in the advertisements,
the absence of unique characteristics in every individual
project is also noteworthy. If seen from a distance,
nearly all the advertisements look exactly alike
viithout any attempt to differentiate one from the other.
Buying a house is a lifetime investment for the average
consumer. If no distinguishable characteristics can be
found among projects in the same district, the obvious
result is a price war, since this is the only weapon
the developer has. During a property boom such incidents
may not occur. But given the present market situation the
developers, if they are to compete on price on price
alone, may not be able to recover the interest and
advertising costs. The responsibility lies in the
advertising agencies. If they are not able to come up
with good advertisements, they should take the blame
for it.
As regarding the degree of information contained
in the advertisements, the general observation is that
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it is very comprehensive. All the relevant information
such as price, location, facilities, payment terms,
transportation, area of the units are all included. It
is the method by which the information is presented that
causes all the problems. The writer's opinion is that
a lot more creativity has to be put into newspaper
advertisements in order to increase the quality of the
projected images.
4.2 Television
Euring the recent years advertisements for private
residential properties have used television as an
impotant medium. Although the expenses incurred in
the production of a television commercial and the
subsequent expenses in the purchase of airtime are getting
higher and higher, television is still the most important
medium where one can get a message across the Colony.
The coverage of a television commercial at the Golden
Hours is tremendous. However as mentioned in the previous
section, the advertising agency must carefully select
the package which offers the greatest cost efficiency
in order to avoid unnecessary wastage. The writer has
seen a recent commercial on a housing project in the
New Territories. The duration of the commercial is so
long that one cannot help but symphasize with the
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developer. However the writer also celebrates the
ability of the advertising agency in the pursuing of
its own profits.
As mentioned also in the previous section, the
television commercials attemmpt to do little in addition
to the basic transmitting of information. Besides good
photograpny, there is no unique identity in each
commercial. The selling of a produot,be it a residerntial
unit or a piece of bubbiegum, requires innovation and
creativity. Dramatization is nighly enceuraged by the
writer. A suggestion of an example ,would be the British
Caledonia Airlines' television commercial, whereby a
group of business executives sing a jcyous song in
glorifying the air hostesses. It is this kind of
creative advertising at captures the viewers' minds.
The method of advertising recall on television is very
costly, and it is highly desirable that a television
commercial to capture its target group' s attention during
the first few exibitions.
Regarding the selection of Chinese and English
channels, studies on the target group's expenditure
patterns must be analyzed prior to the decision-making
process. In general the English channels' viewers are
mostly from the higher-income groups within which are
many foreign expatriates. For the Chinese cannels, the
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viewers are mainly Chinese families who regard television
as the major source of entertainment. Different emphasis
must be placed between different groups of audience.
If the situation requires, it might be better for the
developer to create two sets of commercials in order
to have the impact needed to arouse interest.
As a general rule, developers should not rely on
television as the only mean of getting the message
across. Instread equal emphasis should be placed on all
effective media to yield the greatest cost benefit.
Effectiveness is the link. The developer might well
be srenaing millions of dollars on televisior commercials
only having the same coverage as three to four newspaper
advertiseme. However the costs involved will be
significantly lower if la prior study could be done by
the advertising agency or more preferably by a marketing
research firm.
4.3 Theatre Advertisements
The writer has discovered an area of opportunity
where advertisements can be placed to reach a large
number of people without the astronomical costs
associated with television advertising. It appears that
the advertisements placed. in local cinemas have a
definite effect in reaching a large group within a
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relatively short time. Since the attention is focused
on the screen during a show, the effect of an advertisement
on the individual is likely to be much larger than that
seen in the television., although the number of
individuals is likely to be very much smaller. However,
the costs associated is also low when compared to the
prices charged by television staticns. During period
when the cinemas are quite often filled to capacity
ie. during the summer season wher the whole family
are looking for entertainment, this from of advertising
is also very cost effective.
Another suggestion in this area is a possible
joint venture between the developer and the film
company. When a big budget local productien is due to
be shown in the local cinemas, arrangements could be
made to have the stars of the film to take a' vaoation'
in the new housing project and recommending it to the
target group of filmgoers. This will minimize the
advertising costs by both parties and will jointly
enhance the publicity of the film and the property.
Since nothing of this sort has been done with
regard to cinemas, further exploration of all the costs
involved and the technicalities of production must be




A significant number of large scale private
residential picperty develcpers have used this approach
to reach the maximum exposure to the target group of
potential buyers. With the quality of the production,
thse advertisements have definitely reached a large
number of MTR commuters. Evidence can be derived from
the number of passenger rides which is an official
statistic provided by the Mass Transit Railway
Oorporation. in area of possible improvement, however,
is in the concentration of advertisements in varicus
atations. The present practice is to get as many
advertisements as possible in every station. When the
marketing principles are applied to reality, it is
better for the ceveloper to concerntrate his advertisements
in stations where the target group of customers is
likely to embark or disembark. For example, it may not
be cost justifiable to place advertisements of multi-
million dollar flats in the Wong Tai Sin station. By doing
so money is very likely to be wasted as the advertisement
will fail to appeal to the residents to Wong Tai Sin.
Careful judgements must be made before any launching
can be finalized.
with the additional Island Line to come into
operatio within the next year or so, it is obvious
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that the role of MTR is becoming more and more important
to our daily lives. The passengers will increase and
the exposure of advertisements will also increase by
leaps and bounds. Effective advertising in the MTR may
one day substitute television advertising, or at least
the cost efficiency will be higher in this case. It is
absolutely essential for yoth the developers and the
advertising agercies to get well aquainted with this
medium to yield maximum benefits in the future. owever
they must also keep in mind that focusing on the
target group's geographical locations is still the
keystone to effectiveness.
4.5 Customer Brochures
The brochures handed to potential buyers on the
site or at the selling office could well be the most
important marketing instrument that affects the buying
process. It is absolutely essential that marketing
principles be applied. to the design of the brochure in
order to create maximum effectiveness.
The standard of information brochures vary widely
in the private residential property market. A few years
ago when there was still a thing called the property
boom, nobody really cared about the quality of the
brochure nor the effectiveness of the communication
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process. Developers and sellers practically had to push
away some people in order to get to the office entrance
every morning. It was a total sellers' market. Nobody
even thought of marketing It was until the economy
went nosediving that some people began to realize that
there is such a technique called marketing.
Things began to change At the present moment
most developers are putting a lot of conscious efforts
into the preparation of publicity materials, the most
important one being the brochure. However for certain,
mostly small, developers there is still nothing like
the brochure. The writer was given a xeroxed information
sheet when visiting a site in the afro/Tai Wai
Distric. There was minimal information in the paragraphe
and even the photo-copying machine did nct do a good
job in making clear and readable copies. Such document
is not only a disgrace to the company and its management,
but will also be a major reason in the low occupancy
rate in the buildings.
Most of the brochures prop idea by large housing
projects are of very high quality in terms of printing
and information. The major items that the customer.
price for every single unit1)requires, namely
facilities in the complex2)
3) terms of payment






are all provided. Each of the items are usually described
quite clearly. The major drawback about the brochures,
however, is the ease of obtaining ther In the seven
sites that the writer has visited, he has absolutely
no problem in obtaining the brochures. Specifically
it may be interpreted as the company' s helpfulness
in fulfilling the needs of its customers. However when
examined from a marketing point cf view, it only
reflects the company's lack of interest in further
pursuing the matterwith the buyer, since no names or
addresses are required from the company, Anyone who
has a sense in marketing would have asked for the
cusromer's name and contact telephone number to ensure
further contacts. The secretaries will then be responsible
for making the telephone call to the potential customer
to discuss the matter in a more detailed manner. This
sort of follow-up is not only desirable but essential
in creating a 'Customers first' image to whoever is
interested. Also it will, to a certain degree, prevent
the customer from changing his mind too quickly in
considering other potential buys.
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4.6 Transportation
For the past five years tremendous improvements
have been made in order to get the target customers
to visit the sites. It is undebatable that the more
convenient it is to get to a site, the more incentive
erson will have in actually paying a visit.
A large portion of housing projects completed
in the recent years are either located in the New
erritories or places where public transportation are
not enough. Luring the years of the property boom,
many speculators would not oven bother to pay a visit
to the site. However following the collapse of the
property market, developers have been trying desperately
to attract customers. As a result, a large portion of
the tirivate residential projects Care providing free
round--trip transportation to the Sites, either during
weekends or seven days a week. This has created enormous
incentive on the part of the buyere and has successfully
increased the customer's confidence in the services
provided by the seller. From the marketing viewpoint,
the cost benefit arised from this service would perhaps




The inclusion of free household appliances
during any purchase is, in fact, a very strong price
incentive. The standard appliances to be given free
with purchase of every unit of middle to hitgher priced




All the above includes installing and free m aintainence
for a period of twelve to eighteen months.
or view, ordering afrom the developers' point
large quantity of appliances would mean substantial
discounts. The net cost per unit would be neglible
when compared to the selling price of the house. From
the customer's point of view, such free appliances would
mean a lot of savings in dollars as the consumer will
tend to measure every thing in terms of market prices.
The provision of appliances is in fact doing a lot to
improve the image and the bargaining position of the
developer.
Such movements have begun the era of applying
consumer selling techniques into the private residential
property market. Unfortunately they do not seem to





On the side of economics and numerical analysis,
it appears that the worst is over fcr the private
residential property in Hong Kong. However it will be
a few more years before the present situation of excess
supply can be resolved. It is now the time for marketing
principles and instruments to be applied and understood
in the trade. given that the locations are fixed for
propertics and that prices in the same region are
almost identical, marketing could be the key to
success for the developers.
Although marketing skills and techniques are
aorlied in the selling of private residential units,
there are still a lot of opportunities yet to be explored,
Improvements can also be made on existing practices.
Fortunately the industry has, in general, come to
realize that it cannot possibly succeed without marketing
in a buyers' market.
Realizing the importance is not equivalent to
understanding and utilizing the principles, there is
yet a lot to be learned by the trade. Moreover, the.
buyers are also unaware of the extra services that they
will get if marketing is applied throughout the industry.
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The private residential property developers should
continue to improve what they have been doing in the
past year or so. Nevertheless they should seek more
professional advice on marketing strategries, eopecinlly
in identifying the competitive edge that one has over
his coponerts. The role of marketing consultant is
becoming more and more important in the trade.
It is also advisable for the develoners to
coordinate with advertising agencies to improve the
quuality of advertisements. Unique characteristics must
be found for each project in order to differentiate
the product from its competitors. Advertisirg budgets
should be under stricter control to avoid unnecessary
wastage. The cost benefit is the criteria for judgemont,
not the amount of money.
Marketing is still in the developmental stages
in the private residential property market. If applied
correctly and careful analysis is done to understand
customers' needs, the company that uses the marketing
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